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INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to examine, primarily from an algebraic point of 
view, the structure of a 2-dimensional normal local domain (S, n) which 
birationally dominates a 2-dimensinal regular local ring (R, m). From the 
geometric point of view, the sine qua non is Lipman’s paper [Lr] on 
rational singularities, for it follows from one of the early results in that 
paper that S has a rational singularity. 
Using elementary algebraic techniques we are able to recover much 
information concerning the structure of S. We have particularly focused on 
the fact (from Lipman [Ll] and Artin [Ar]) that S must have minimal 
multiplicity. We hope this approach will aid in understanding the algebra 
of rational singularities and in the exploration of many open questions in 
dimension two and in higher dimensions. 
The framework of the paper is set up as follows. In the first section we 
use basic algebraic techniques uch as analytic independence and Zariski’s 
Main Theorem to prove, for example, that S has a regular height 1 prime if 
R/m is infinite. If S is not regular, we may assume that R is “maximally 
regular” in S and when this is the case we show, for instance, that the 
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canonical map from the associated graded ring of R to that of S is an injec- 
tion and the residue fields of the two rings are the same. 
In the second section we use Zariski’s Main Theorem and his theorem 
on products of integrally closed ideals in R to study S as the local ring on 
the blowup of an integrally closed ideal in R. We show that a certain 
numerical condition studied by Lipman and Rees is sufficient for an ideal 
to be contracted and use the condition to construct examples and to prove 
some results in Sections 3 and 4. 
In the third section, we apply some of the more intricate ideas in 
Zariski’s theory on integrally closed ideals in R to show that every 
n_l-primary integrally closed ideal I in R satisfies I’ = (a, b) I for some a, b 
in Z. This implies that certain quotients of Rees rings of I are Cohen- 
Macaulay and have minimal multiplicity at the maximal homogeneous 
ideal. Using this we give, for example, a proof that S has minimal mul- 
tiplicity in a special case. 
In the last section, we use some of the above techniques to prove certain 
special results in higher dimension. For example, we show that if (R, g) is 
a d-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring which satisfies (R2) and if Z is 
an integrally closed ideal of analytic spread 2 then Zk is integrally closed for 
all k. The criterion for contraction mentioned above is applied to show that 
if (R, m) is a 3-dimensional regular local ring and P is a height 2 prime 
with e(R/P) = 3, then the symbolic Rees ring OP’“’ is Noetherian. In 
particular this implies all such P are set-theoretic omplete intersections. 
1. ANALYTIC INDEPENDENCE AND THE STRUCTURE OF S 
We begin by recalling some basic definitions, references, and notation. 
Elements vi, . . . . u, in an ideal Z in a local ring (T, p) are said to be 
analytically independent in Z if whenever f(X,, . . . . x,) is a form of 
(arbitrary) degree s with coefficients in T such that f(p) f 0 mod Pp, then 
all the coefficients off are in p. ui, . . . . u, are said to be analytically indepen- 
dent if they are analytically independent in the ideal they generate. The 
analytic spread, Z(Z), of an ideal Z in T is the dimension of the graded ring 
@Z”/pI”. If T/p is an infinite field, then Z(Z) is the maximum number of 
elements in Z which are analytically independent in Z or, equivalently, the 
least number of elements generating a reduction of I. The basic reference 
for these ideas is [NR]. We will use the form of Zariski’s Main Theorem 
(ZMT) which is found in [N, (37.4)]. 
With regard to notation, we will use the abbreviations RLR for regular 
local ring and C-M for Cohen-Macaulay. We denote the number of 
elements in a minimal basis of an ideal Z by p(Z) and the length of an 
R-module A by A(A). e(T) denotes the multiplicity of the local ring T. 
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“ 
- ” is consistently used to denote integral closure of a ring or integral 
closure of an ideal in a normal domain. 
The following notation will be fixed until the final section of this paper. 
(R, n_z) is a 2-dimensional regular local ring with quotient field K, (S, g) is a 
2-dimensional normal domain birationally dominating R; i.e., R c S c K 
and n n R = r_n. If R # S, then ZMT implies that height mS = 1. A prime 
divisor of the second kind for R is a discrete valuation with valuation ring 
having quotient field K and residual transcendence degree 1 over R. The 
ez-adic prime divisor is the order valuation V, on R. If T # R is any normal 
local domain birationally dominating R then the prime ideals p,, . . . . pI 
minimal over yT are called the exceptional primes of T. 
Recall that if S is regular, then, by Abhyankar’s generalization of 
Zariski’s factorization theorem [A,], S is a finite quadratic transform of R. 
So we are primarily interested in studying the case where S is not regular. 
For this purpose we may assume that R is “maximally regular” in S; i.e., if 
R G R, G S and R, is a regular ring, then R = R,. This latter assumption 
can be made because [A, ] the union of an infinite sequence of quadratic 
transforms of R is a valuation domain which, of course, could not be 
contained in S. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that R is maximally regular in S. Then 
(i) S is dominated by the n_z-adic prime divisor of R ; 
(ii) n’n R=n_z’, ,fbr all i, so the natural map fkom gr, R, the 
associated graded ring sf R, to gr,,S, the associated graded ring of S, is an 
injection ; 
(iii) R/y = S/g. 
Proof We may assume that R # S and that R/m is infinite. By ZMT, 
height n_2S= 1. Since R is maximally regular in S, &3 is not principal, 
which means that I(@) = 2. Thus, if n_z = (x, ~1) then I and ~9 are 
analytically independent in S. Form the rings P’= R[~/.Y],~~+,, G W= 
vN~lrS[ WY]. We have used the analytic independence of s, y in S to con- 
clude that &~[J’/x] is a prime ideal in S[J~/X]. V is the discrete valuation 
ring of vnr, the r_n-adic prime divisor of R. Thus V = W and m( V) n S = g, 
where n_z(V) is the maximal ideal of V. Now v,(z)>0 for all ,-EG and has 
minimum value 1 so v,Jz) 2 i for all z E n’. It follows that gin R = n_l’. 
For the proof of (iii), we have, by the dimension inequality, that S/n is 
algebraic over R/m. But V/m(V) is a pure transcendental extension of R/m 
so that R/m = S/n. 
Note that it follows immediately from (l.l)(ii), (iii) that if X, J* is a 
minimal basis for ~2, then x, y form a subset of a minimal basis for every S 
ideal J which contains mS. We use this to prove the following corollaries. 
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COROLLARY 1.2 (cf. [L i, Prop. (3.1)] ). Zj’S is a UFD, then S is regular. 
Proof: If S is not regular, we may assume that R is maximally regular 
in S and that height mS = 1. Thus, by the remark above, any height 1 
prime minimal over mS has a minimal basis consisting of at least two 
elements. This contradicts the fact that S is a UFD. 
Thus we can conclude, for example, that the 2-dimensional UFD 
C[X, Y, Z] ,X. ).. z,/(X2 + Y3 + Z 5, does not birationally dominate a 
2-dimensional regular local ring. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Zf e(S) = 2, then mS is a prime ideal. 
ProoJ From the assumptions that R is maximally regular in S and that 
rlz = (s, y), it follows that if p is any height 1 prime minimal over mS then 
X, J* form part of a minimalbasis for p. But R/p is a l-dimensional local 
domain so p(p), the number of elements in a minimal basis of p, is at most 
e(S) (cf. [S, Chap. 5, Thm. (2.3)]). Thus p=(x, y)S=mS. - 
In the next two theorems, we exploit the fact that rllS is an almost 
complete intersection ideal. 
THEOREM 1.4. Assume that S is not regular and that R is maximally 
regular in S. Then SJmS is Cohen-Macaulay and 0s is a normal ideal; i.e., 
E’S is integrally closed for all i 2 1. 
Proof The proof requires several steps but essentially follows from the 
fact that the Rees ring 9’ = S[Zt], where I= mS, is C-M. I= mS is an 
almost complete intersection ideal and not a complete intersection. For 
such ideals Z, it is known, [B], that yi=S[It] has (0, It)-depth = 
min(d + 1, depth( S/Z) + h + 2) where d = dim S, h = ht I. Thus, for I= gS, 
SC~tl,,.,,, has depth 3 and .!7 is, therefore, Cohen-Macaulay. Consequent- 
ly, for any X, y in R which form a minimal basis of g, S[~/X] is Cohen- 
Macaulay. In fact, S[JJ/X] is integrally closed. Since @[y/x] is a height 1 
prime of S[y/x], all other height I primes p of S[~/.X] contract to height 1 
primes in S so that S[~/X]~ = SpnS is a DVR. But, as we showed in the 
proof of ( 1.1 )(i), S[ y/.~]~~~,.,.~, is-the m-adic prime divisor of R. So S[ y/x] 
satisfies Serre’s properties (S,) and (R, ). 
The next step in the proof is the choice of a special generating set (x, y) 
for m having the property that S[y/x] and S[x/y] integrally closed 
implies that rqlS = (x, y) S is a normal ideal. By extending the residue field 
of R, if necessary, we may choose generators X, y of m in R so that y 
generically generates mS; i.e., if _p,, . . . . _p, are the prime ideals in S minimal 
over mS we may choose y in R so that ySp, = mSp, for i = 1, . . . . t. It follows, 
[H, J, that y, x is a d-sequence in S and satisfies y’n (x, y)” = yj(x, y)” -! 
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[HZ]. From this property we will conclude that S[y/x], S[.x/y] integrally 
closed imply (s, y) S = mS is a normal ideal. Let - denote inte+l - ~ 
closure. &X9= s”S[y/x] n ~q~S[.x/y] = .x”S[y/x] n y”S[x/jv]. Let z E m S. 
z = ykg,(.Y, y)/y’ with g,(.u, y) E m”S. If k 2 c1 then z E mkS. Assume k < K 
Then J,‘+‘z E (x, y)” = I_n”S so .Y E&S. 
Finally we note that the C-M property of S/mS follows just from the 
fact that gS is integrally closed. For if zg2~6 then mS n g* = mn, by (ii), 
(iii) of ( 1.1 ), implies that zn c mn so z E US. 
THEOREM 1.5. Assume that S is not regular and that R is maxirnall~ 
regular in S. Assume that R/m is inji’nite. Then S has a height 1 prime ideal p 
such that S/p is regular and p contracts lo a height 1 prime ideal in I? 
Speciji’callJl, a minimal basis .X,-J> for n_l can he chosen so that p = (~3: s) is a 
regular prime contracting to JR in R, ( y : _p) = mS and E = (.Y; p). 
Proqfi As in the proof of ( 1.4), choose a minimal basis .Y, >’ for n_l so 
that ~1 generically generates ~6. First we show that ySn R = yR, i.e., 
that )!Sn R is not primary for ~1. Since ~1 generically generates +S 
and J~S# n_lS, there exists a prime ideal q minimal over J’S such that 
q n R # n_ Then yS n R E q n R is not m-pfimary because q n R does not 
contain any power of I_n. - 
Let pl, . . . . _p, be the primes minimal over r_nS. (y : x) & pi and g does not 
belong-to (y : X) since S is normal so there is a height 1 prime p distinct 
from the _pi which is minimal over 0~: x). It follows that p n R =yR. Now 
R,., c Sp c K gives R,.R = S, so that p must be the uniqie prime minimal 
over 0,: x). Since S/( y : x) is C-M and y is a local generator of (y: x) at p, 
it follows that p = (y : X) and that yS= p n n_lS and mS= (y :_p). Finally, 
from R,., = S, we conclude that R/?vR &s/p have the same quotient field 
and that S/p is a DVR with maximal ideal-generated by the image of x. 
A characterization of the Gorenstein normal domains S follows directly 
from (1.5). 
COROLLARY 1.6. If S is not regular, then S is Gorenstein if and only if 
e(S), the multiplicity of S, is equal to 2. 
Proof: Recall [AZ] that any d-dimensional local C-M ring (T, p) 
satisfies e(T) > embdim T- d + 1. So that if e(S) = 2, then embdim S = 3, in 
which case it is well known that S is Gorenstein. For the converse we may 
assume that R/m is infinite and choose x, y as in (1.5). Then 3 = SJyS 
is Gorenstein and with - denoting images in 3, we have 0 = fi n (0: 3). 
From [K] it follows that p is a canonical module for g/(0: d). But 
((6: d), d)/(o: d) z ~7, so s/(6: p) has its maximal ideal as canonical ideal. 
Since the endomorphism ring of the canonical ideal of a l-dimensional 
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local C-M ring is isomorphic to the ring it follows that s/(a:d) is regular. 
Thus e(S) <e(S) = ,(,!?/(a: ~7)) + e(S/p) = 2. 
Recall that a d-dimensional local C-M ring (T, p) is said to have 
minimal multiplicity if e( 7’) = embdim T - d + 1. Thus (1.6) shows that the 
Gorenstein normal domains S have minimal multiplicity. In fact, UN S have 
minimal multiplicity because Artin [Ar] proved that rational singularities 
have this property. 
From ( 1.6, 1.3) we have S is Gorenstein is equivalent to the property 
e(S) = 2 which in turn implies that I& is prime. Subsequently, we show 
that if R/m is algebraically closed, then mS prime implies S is Gorenstein 
and we give an example showing that the hypothesis on R/r_n is necessary. 
Before doing that we describe, in the next section, how S can be viewed as 
a local ring on a blowup of R, and we give some examples. 
2. s AS A BLOWUP OF R 
Zariski’s theory of complete, or integrally closed, ideals in a 2-dimen- 
sional RLR [ZS, Appendix 51 allows a concrete description of S. Zariski 
proved, among many other things, that in a 2-dimensional RLR (R, pz). the 
product of integrally closed ideals is integrally closed. Thus, for any such 
m-primary integrally closed ideal Z, the Rees ring R[Zr] is integrally closed 
and localizations of the afline pieces R[Z/a] ,,,, where a E r\mZ and N is any 
height 2 maximal ideal containing n?, are 2-dimensional normal local 
domains which birationally dominate R. In fact, the converse is true. Given 
S, there is an m-primary integrally closed ideal Z of R such that 
S=R[Z/a],. 
First of all, it follows from ZMT that S is a spot over R; i.e., S is 
the localization at a prime ideal of some finitely generated ring over R. 
For if n= (=r , . . . . 2,) then by a result of Lipman [L2], the subring 
RCz, 9 . ..a =rl,,o Rc~I,....;,] of S is analytically irreducible. So, by ZMT, it must 
be equal to S. Thus we can construct an m-primary ideal Z in R such that S 
is a local ring on the normalization of the blowup of I. But then, since the 
powers of the integral closure f of Z are integrally closed, it follows that S is 
a local ring on the blowup of f. 
Thus to understand how such S arise we need a method for recognizing 
integrally closed ideals in R. Zariski’s product theorem is helpful as is the 
condition described in (2.1) below for an m-primary ideal in R to be 
contracted. Lipman and Rees CR] had already noticed the necessity of the 
condition. Recall that if Z is an m-primary ideal in R of order r, i.e., 
v,(Z) = r, then it follows from the Hilbert-Burch theorem that p(Z) < r + 1. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Assume that R/m is infinite. Let I be an m-primary ideal 
in R of order r, i.e., v,(I) = r. I is contracted from R[m/x] for general x in 
m\r$ if and or@, if ,uu(I) = r + 1. 
Proqf Set p(I) = n. Using the exact sequence 
O-PR”~‘+R”+I+Q 
and the Koszul resolution for R/m, we find TorJR/I, R/g) z (I: E)/I so 
that n - 1 = dim(I: m)/I. 
Now it is straightforward to check (cf. [ZS, Lemma 2, Appendix 51) 
that I is contracted from R[n_z/x] for any x E r_n\m2 if and only if (I: x) = 
(I: PJ). From the exact sequence 
0- (I: x)/I- R/I--r, R/I- R/(I, x)- 0 
it follows that A( (I: x)/I) = A(R/(I, x)). For sufficiently general x E m\$, 
I,( R/(I, x)) = v,,(I) = r. Thus I is contracted from R[t_?t/x] for general I in 
m\@r2 if and only if r=).(R/(I, x))=~((I:x)/I)=~((I:~)/I)=n- 1. 
Before we state the next result we recall some notation from Zariski. We 
let R be a 2-dimensional RLR and assume that R contains a copy k of its 
residue field. If f E R we let f* E gr,(R) be the leading form of J If 
g* E gr,(R) we associate an element g, in R to g* as follows. Fix a basis 
s, ,t’ of m so that gr,(R)= k[x*, y*] and write g* = g(s*, J*), a 
polynomial with coefficients in k. Then let g, = g(x, y). 
The homogeneous irreducible polynomials in k[x*, J*] not divisible by 
.Y* are in l-l correspondence with the maximal ideals of R[y/x] which 
contain s. This correspondence is given as follows: R[y/.u]/xR[~*/x] rr. 
k[J,/x], so the maximal ideals of R[y/x] containing s are in l-l correspon- 
dence (up to associates) with irreducible polynomials g(Jl/+u) in k[Jl/x], 
which by homogenizing are in correspondence (up to associates) with 
irreducible homogeneous polynomials g(x*, y*) in k[x*, J,*]. If 
gek[.u*, .r*] is an irreducible homogeneous polynomial with X* not 
dividing g then we denote the associated maximal ideal of R[y/x] by N,. 
As an application of Theorem 2.1 (a special case of which we shall use 
later) we completely classify which ideals of the form (A &‘) are integrally 
closed in R. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume that R/g is infinite. Let f em, with 
ord(f) = r. Then (f, m”) is integrally closed if and only if one of the 
following occurs: 
(i) n<r+ 1, or 
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(ii) n > r + 1, and if f * = (gj+)” .. . (g;)‘m is a factorization off* into 
irreducible factors, and we set f, = f - (g,); ... (g,,,)k then for each i, either 
t,= 1, or g,” % f: andord(f,)=ord(f)+ 1. 
Before giving the proof we illustrate this proposition with some simple 
examples: 
EXAMPLE 2.2. (a) (f, mrf’) is always integrally closed. Simply 
apply (i ). 
(b) (x2, qz4) is not integrally closed since in this case by lifting x* 
back to x, = X, f - x2 = 0 so ord(f, ) = 00. 
(c) (x2 + $, 0”) is integrally closed since we can obtain that fi = y3, 
so ord(f,) = 3 = ord(f) + 1. Furthermore, g: =x* and x* j (-Y*)~. 
(d) (x’ + ,q*, ~1~) is not integrally closed since we may take g: = x*, 
f, = .Y$ and g, If: yet r, = 2 > 1. 
(e) (X-V, 112”) is integrally closed for all n since t, = t2 = 1. 
(f) Suppose R =k[[.u, y]] with char k= p>O and M E k such that 
a”P$k. Then (xp+c@‘, _m”+‘) is integrally closed since Y’+ cryp is 
irreducible; however, in klip[ [.u, ~11, this ideal is no longer integrally 
closed. 
Proof of 2.2. If n B r then (f, m”) = &‘. So we assume n 2 r + 1. 
11(x@)= l+(n+ I)-(n-r+ I)=r+ 1. Hence Theorem 2.1 shows that 
for general .Y ~_m - _m’, Z= (f; @) is contracted from R[nz/x]. Choose x 
such that x* j f *. We have that ZR[_m/x] = XII’, where I’ = (f’, x”-‘). If I’ 
is integrally closed then .u’Z’ is also and so I= ZR[_m/x] n R is integrally 
closed. On the other hand, if Z is integrally closed, then I’ is also [ZS, 
Prop. 5, Appendix 51. (Technically, this is local, but Z’ is the intersection of 
its localizations at maximal ideals containing it.) 
If n = r + 1 then I’ = (f ‘, s) and this is integrally closed. So assume 
n - r 3 2. Then for I’ to be integrally closed we must have that ord, f’ = 1, 
where N is a maximal ideal of R[qz/x] containing (f ‘, xnp ‘). Since 
12-r > 1, these maximal ideals are in one-to-one correspondence with 
s:, . ..1 gz, the irreducible factors off *. 
Let Ni = NK:. We need to show that (ii) holds if and only if 
ord,,, (f’)= 1 f or all i. Write f=f,+(gl)2...(g,)$ so that f’=f/x’= 
f,/xr + ny!!, g,(l, ,$K)‘i. s ince ord fi >r + 1, fJx’tz (x) R[y/x]. Hence if 
ti = 1, then as x and g,( 1, Y/.X) are independent regular parameters of Ni 
and g,( 1, y/x)$ N, for j# i we see that ord,,, f’= 1. If ti> 1 then 
rI,‘Tl gj(lt ,Vlx)‘lENY. If, in addition, ord fi > r + 1, then fi/xr E 
(x2) R[y/x] G N?. If ord fi = r + 1, then fi/x’ = xf; and x jf;. In this case 
f,/xr 4 Nf if and only if f ‘, 4 Ni if and only if (g,)* j f: which proves the 
proposition. 
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EXAMPLE 2.3. Let R = k[x, Y],.~;.~, where k is a field and let 
I= (x’ + y3, X’JJ, .x3) = (x’ + y3, _m4). Then 1 is integrally closed by 2.2(c). 
Consequently, S= R[x2y/(x2 + y’), x’/(x’ + y’)] (x,y. Y 1/f’; +y3b’/(r2+d)l : 2 
is a 2-dimensional normal local domain which birationally dominates R. S 
is isomorphic to k[x, y, U, u](,.~,.,,,/Z,(A), where Z,(A) is the ideal 
generated by the 2 x 2 minors of A = (-; ;; .J’/~). Thus, in this example, 
9=n _m is a prime ideal. This corresponds to the fact that I is a simple 
integrally closed ideal and its corresponding prime divisor in Zariski’s 
theory is S,. If we denote images of X, J: U, v in S by -, then q= (2, J, r7), 
7 is a local generator of _nzS and the p in (1.5) is (J. il,2; -a). 
3. INTEGRALLY CLOSED IDEALS 
In this section we apply some of the more intricate ideas in Zariski’s 
theory to show that, if R/y is infinite, every integrally closed @-primary 
ideal I in R satisfies I’ = (a, b) Z, where a, b is a minimal reduction of 1. 
This was shown in [LT, Prop. 5.51. From this, several good properties of 
various quotients of Rees rings follow which result in some interesting 
information about S. 
We briefly summarize the facts from [ZS, Appendix 51 which we will 
use. We need the fact (cf. [ZS, Appendix 5, p. 379]), that an m-primary 
integrally closed ideal I of R is contracted from R[m/x] for general x. Sub- 
sequently, we will use facts about the transform of an integrally closed 
ideal. Let R[m/xlN be a 2-dimensional ocal quadratic transform of R, 
where x E m\&. Let I be an m-primary ideal of R having order r. Then I’, 
the transform of I, is the R[m/xlN ideal defined by IR[m/xlN = x’l’. It is 
proved in [ZS, Appendix 5, Prop. 51 that the transform I’ of an integrally 
closed ideal I is integrally closed. 
Now every m-primary integrally closed ideal Z in R has a standard 
decomposition Z = g1 n . . . n qn, where the qi are valuation ideals belonging 
to DVRs v, such that v,(Z) =vi(qi) for i= i, . . . . n. Such a standard decom- 
position determines a non-negative integer max{v,(Z), .. . . v,(Z)}. We set 
w(Z) equal to the minimum value attained by this integer over all standard 
decompositions of I. In [ZS, p. 382, Appendix 51 it is proved that 
w(Z’) < o(Z), where I’ is the transform of Z in any 2-dimensional local 
quadratic transform R[&x]~ of R. 
THEOREM 3.1 (cf. [LT, Prop. 5.51). Assume that R/m is infinite. Let Z be 
an m-primary integrally closed ideal in R and let a,, a, be a minimal reduc- 
tion of I. Then Z”=(a,,a,)Z. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on o(Z). If o(Z) = 1, then 
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I= m = (x, y), say, and m2 = (x, y) ~1. Assume o(Z) > 1 and let Z have order 
r. Then in the 2 dim RLR, R’= R[~/x]~, IR’=x’Z’, and the transform I’ 
of Z satisfies w(Z’) <o(Z). 
Let us compute p((a,,a,)Z). Using (2.1) we write Z=(a,, a,, 
a3, . . . . a,+,). Then (a,, u2) Z=(af, . . . . a,~,+ ,, af, u2u3, . . . . a2ur+ ,) so that 
p( (a,, u2) I) = 2r -I- 1 provided these are minimal generators. However, a 
relation ur(C;,‘: t,u,) + u,(c;%J s,a,) = 0 implies there is an element u in R 
with u,u=z:=+i .~,a; and -u~~J=~;~~ t,u,. The first equation forces si, 
u E m and the second forces t, , t2 + u, . . . . t, + , EW so all coefficients in the 
relation are in m. 
Thus by (2.1) for sufficiently general X, ( u1 , u2) ZR [qz/.u] n R = 
(a,, uz) I. Suppose we show that Z’R[n_l/s] = (a,, u2) ZR[m/x]. Then, as I’ 
integrally closed implies I* contracted, it will follow that Z2= (a,, a?) I. 
Since Z has order r, we may write Z’R[m/.u] =x~~(Z’)’ R[n_z/.u] and 
(a,, a?) ZR[m/x] = x2’Z’(u’, , ai) R[m/x], with a;, a; E I’. So it is enough to 
show that Z”R[q12/x] = (a’, , a;) Z’R[&x]. This question is local on 
R[~I/x] so we may localize at a maximal ideal Nz (a’,, ai) Z’R[ez/.u]. 
Then in R[l_n/x], we need to show that (a;, a;) I’= I”. Thus to conclude 
the proof by induction on o(Z) it remains to show that I’= (a’,, a;). But 
this latter equation holds because Z integral over (a,, a2) implies 
.u’Z’R[r~/x],,, integral over ~‘(a’,, ai) R[r~/.u]~ so that I’ is integrally 
closed and integral over (a’,, a;). 
Properties of the Rees ring R[Zt] and certain of its quotients, for an 
m-primary integrally closed ideal Z, now follow easily from Theorems 3.1 
and 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Z be an m-primary integrally closed ideal in R. Then 
the Rees ring R[Zt] is Cohen-Mucuuluy and has minimal multiplicity at the 
maximal homogeneous ideal N = (m, It ). 
Proof. Set T= R[Zt],. We compute e(T) simply by computing 
dim N’/Nd+‘. Here NdlNd+1=~dJ~d+‘O~d~‘ZlmdZOmd-2Z2/md~’Z2 
@ @ Zd/mZd. Hence if Z has order r, 
dim Nd/Nd+’ = (d+l)+(d+r)+(d-1+2r)+ . ..+dr+l 
because, by (2.1), p(m”- ‘I’) = ir + d- i+ 1 since rndm ‘Zi is integrally 
closed, by [ZS, Cor. 1, p. 380, Appendix 51. Thus dim Nd/Nd+’ = 
(d12)+r(d;1)=((r+1)/2)d2+((r+3)/2)d+1 ande(T)=r+l=p(N)- 
3 + 1 since p(N) = 2 + p(Z) = 3 + r. 
To see that T is C-M it suffices to find a system of parameters z, , -1?, z3 
in N such that N’=(=,,,-,,z,)N since then ;I(T/(zI,z2,z3) T)=e(T) 
implies that T is C-M. We may assume R/m is infinite. First choose 
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s~m\m* with I contracted from R[m/x] so that (I: m) = (I: x). Then, 
since (2, x)/x is principal, choose UE I such that I= (a, x(Z: g)). Finally, 
choose b E Z such that I’ = (a, h) I. Let 
2 , =x, ‘2 = at, z3 = ?‘+ ht, 
where m = (x, .r). We claim that N* = (r , , z2, z3) N. Now N’ = n_l* + mZt + 
I’?+ Z3t’ + ... First we show that PZt G (:, , z2, zj) T. Clearly .uZt E 
(z,, =*, 23 ) T. If c E Z, write c = QY + .ud with de (I: r_n). Then 
),ct = rvat +x(c’d) t ~xlt +atT~ (z,, zl, z3) T. 
Next we show that &Tc (I,, z2, z3 ) T. For if dE m’, write d = ,UV + ~s’e, 
where I~E~JZ. Then 
d=.w+(y+bt)ye-ybte 
is in (zl 7 7 smce we have shown this to be true for ylt. Finally we 
show &a~2;i~‘~( 2, - > -21 z~) T which will finish the proof of our claim. 
If cEz*, write c = ar + bs with r, s E I. Then ct’ = (at) rt + btst = 
(at) rt + (y + bt) st - yst is in (z,, z2, z,,) T. Hence T= R[Zt], is CM with 
minimal multiplicity and the Rees ring itself R[Zt] is CM [HR]. 
Recall (cf., for example, [VV]) that if (r, p) is any d-dimensional C-M 
local ring and Z is a p-primary ideal satisfying I” = (a,, . . . . ad) Z for some 
minimal reduction a,, . . . . ad of Z then gr, T = T/Z@ Z/Z2 @ . . . is C-M and 
the images a:, . . . . a: in Z/Z’ form a regular sequence. It then follows easily 
by analytic independence that gr,T/pgr,T is also C-M with minimal 
multiplicity at its maximal homogeneous ideal. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (T, p) be u d-dimensional C-M local ring und Z u 
_p-primary ideal sutisfiing I’ = (u,, . . . . ad) I for some minimal reduction 
a,, . . . . ud of I. Then gr, Tlpgr, T is C-M with minimal rnultiplicit~~ at its 
maximal homogeneous ideal. 
Proqfi Let a’, be the image of a, in I/pZ. From the fact that the image of 
a 1 in Z/I’ is a nonzero divisor in gr, T it-follows easily that gr ,,“, J T/u, T)/ 
(p/u, T) gr ,,al J T/u, T) g (gr, T/pgr, T)lu;( gr, T/pgr, T) so, by induction on 
d, it is sufficient to show that a; is a nonzero divisor. If d= 1, then 
u*tEpr+‘= pa, I” implies t E pl”. Assume d > 1. Suppose a, t E pl” + ’ = 
phh,-.., ad)” i: Then we have a relation a,(t - h(a,, . . . . ad)) = g(u;, . . . . a,), 
where g is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in u2, . . . . ad with 
coefficients in pZ and h is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n - 1 
in a,, . . . . ud with coefficients in pl. Thus, by [Kap, Lemma 31, 
t - h(u,, . . . . ad) = f (a,, . . . . ad), where f is a homogeneous polynomial of 
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degree n in a2, . . . . ad. But a, f(a,, . . . . ad) E pl”+ ’ so, by analytic indepen- 
dence, f has coefficients in p. Thus t E pl”, and gr,T/pgr,T is C-M. It has 
minimal multiplicity at ?V, its maximal homogeneous ideal, since 
N2 = (a’, , . . . . a;) N. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let I he an m-primary integrally closed ideal in R. Then 
gr,T/mgr,R is C-A4 and has minimal multiplicity at its maximal 
homogeneous ideal. 
ProoJ We may assume R/m is infinite in which case, by (3.1) I satisfies 
the hypotheses of the proposition. 
The relationship between the valuation rings R[Zt],,, where Z is an 
integrally closed ideal in R and pi is a prime ideal minimal over mR[Zt], 
and the prime divisors which are associated with Zariski’s factorization of Z 
into simple integrally closed ideals, is made explicit in [MS, Prop. 6.4; G, 
Thm. 3.21. A brief explanation follows. Recall that an integrally closed 
ideal is simple if it has no non-trivial factorization (equivalently, no non- 
trivial factorization into integrally closed ideals). Zariski [ZS, Appendix 51 
sets up a one-to-one correspondence between simple integrally closed ideals 
and prime divisors of the second kind. If Z is an integrally closed ideal and 
I= ZtlZl;z.. . I)1 is its factorization as a product of distinct simple integrally 
closed ideals, then the prime divisors vi, . . . . v,, where vi is the prime divisor 
associated to I,, are precisely the Rees valuations associated to I; i.e., if 
ZR[Zt] has minimal primes _p,, . . . . _P.~ then s = t and, upon reordering, vj is 
the restriction to K of the discrete valuation with ring R[Zt],. In par- 
ticular, if Z is a simple integrally closed ideal then the radical of ZR[Zt] is a 
prime p, and the restriction to K of the valuation with ring R[Zt]? is the 
prime divisor of the second kind which Zariski associates to I. 
In the proofs of the next two results we need a very special case of a for- 
mula due to Lipman [L, Prop. (21.4)]. In our context, the formula relates 
the order valuation v, or ord on R to any other prime divisor of the 
second kind v. If R/g is algebraically closed, then Lipman’s formula simply 
states that ord(Z) = v(m). where Z is the simple integrally closed ideal 
corresponding to v. 
We will give a direct proof of this statement. If v is a prime divisor of R 
we denote by k(v) the residue field of the associated valuation ring which 
we denote by R(v). The next remark follows from Appendix 5 in [ZS]. 
Remark 3.5. Let Z be the associated simple ideal of v and let a, b be any 
reduction of I. If the residue field k of R is algebraically closed then k(v) is 
purely transcendental over k and is generated by the image of a/b. 
Proof. Let R, R, , R,, . . . . R, be the sequence of quadratic transfor- 
mations of R along v and let Z, I,, . . . . Z, be the ideal transforms of Z along 
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this sequence. Then Z,, is the maximal ideal of R, and v is the associated 
I,-adic prime divisor (see [ZS, p. 3891). If ord(Z) = r, then define a, = a/x’ 
in R,. Similarly define b, and continue. Since Z is integral over (a, b) it 
follows that I, is integral over (ai, b,). As Ii is integrally closed we see that 
a, and b, are a reduction of I,. It follows that a, and b, generate Z, and 
that a,/b, generates k(v) over the residue field of R,. Since k is 
algebraically closed, this residue field is just k. Finally it is clear that 
u/b = u,/b,. 
We also need a remark shown to us by W. Heinzer. 
Remark 3.6. Suppose v is a prime divisor in R and a and b are an s.o.p. 
of R such that v(a) = v(b) and the image of a/b in k(v) is transcendental 
over k. Then v is one of the Rees valuations of (a, 6). 
Proof. Let J be the integral closure of (a, 6) and consider the ring 
S= R[J/a]. This is integrally closed by Zariski and is contained in R(v) 
since v(u) = v(b). If the center of v on S is height one then by [R?] v is one 
of the Rees valuations of (a, b). Suppose v has height two center on S. Call 
this center N. Since b/u is in S, we may consider its image in S/N which is 
contained in k(v). However, S/N is algebraic over k which contradicts our 
assumption. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let k = RJy be ulgebruical!,~ closed. Let v be a prime divisor 
of R with associated simple ideal I. Then there exists u reduction a, b of I 
such that for all c in Z there exist r and s in R with v(c - ru - sb) > v(Z). 
Proof: Since Z is simple there is a unique leading form of minimal 
degree among the leading forms of elements of I. Choose a to be part of a 
minimal reduction such that the leading form of a is this minimal form. 
Choose b so that a and b are a reduction of I. If ord(b) = ord(u) then after 
changing b by a unit multiple of a we may assume ord(b) > ord(u). Let c be 
in I. By changing c by a multiple of a we may assume ord(c)> ord(u). 
Then v(u) = v(b) = v(Z), where the latter equality follows from Remark 3.5, 
as from this remark we deduce v(u) = v(b) and since a and b form a reduc- 
tion of Z, this common value is necessarily v(Z). Let .Z be the integral closure 
of (b, c). Clearly .Z is contained in Z, but J cannot be equal to Z since 
ord(J) > ord(Z). On the other hand, if the image of c/b in k(v) is not in k 
then it is transcendental over k (since by Remark 3.5 k(v) is purely trans- 
cendental over k), and hence we may apply Remark 3.6 to conclude that v 
is a Rees valuation of J. By the discussion above of [MS], Z must divide J. 
Since I is not equal to J it would follow that .ZG ml, a contradiction. Hence 
the image of c/b is in k so either v(c) > v(b) or there is a unit u in R such 
that v(c - ub) > v(b). This concludes the proof. 
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THEOREM 3.8. Assume that k = R/m is algebraically closed. Let v be a 
prime divisor of R with associated simple ideal I. Then ord(I) = v(m). If p is 
the unique exceptional prime of S= R[It], then S/p is regular. 
Proof: We will first prove that p is regular. Choose a reduction a, b of I 
as in Lemma 3.7. Then we may choose a minimal generating set 
a, b, cl, . . . . c, of I such that v(ci) > v(Z). It follows that c, t, . . . . c,t are in p as 
is the maximal ideal of R. Let J= (m, c, t, . . . . (I,, t). Then J is contained in p 
and, further, J, at, bt generate the unique irrelevant maximal ideal of S. 
Since dim(S/J) is at least two, it follows that S/J is regular and hence 
J= p and S/p is regular. Now by (3.4) e(S/mS) =embdim(S/&) - 
dim(S/mS) + l-= p(Z) - 1 = ord(Z). The additivity formula for multiplicities 
(cf. [N, (23.5)]) gives 
ord( I) = e( S/l_nS) = A( S,/mS,) e( S/p) = v(m). 
COROLLARY 3.9. Assume that R/m is algebraically closed. Let I he any 
integrally closed ideal of R and let a be a nonzero element of I. Put 
s= NUal,, bithere N is a height tM!o maximal ideal of R[I/a] which 
contains mR[I/a] (assuming there is such an ideal). Let p be any prime 
minimal over mS. Then S/p is regular. 
Proof: Write I= IfI.. . I:! as a product of powers of distinct simple 
integrally closed ideals. The correspondence described above tells us that 
Sp is the valuation ring of the valuation vi corresponding to some Ii in 
the factorization of I. For simplicity write J= Ii, v for v, and 
K= I:I . . . I:(- I ...Z:f so that I= JK. Since Proj R[It] is covered by affme 
pieces of the form R[JK/ab], where a E J, 0 # b E K and where v(J) 3 v(a) it 
follows that S is the localization of R[JK/ab] at a height two maximal 
ideal containing n_l. Thus R[J/a] E S. Set T= RIJ/alNn RCJ,a,. Then, since 
J is simple, we know that there is a unique minimal prime q containing mT 
and, furthermore, T, = Sp, the valuation ring of v. Hence, p n T= 
(pS, n S) n T = qT, r\ T= q. As T, = S! it follows that T/q has the same 
quotient field as-S/b. Since-T/q is a discrete valuation ring by Theorem 3.8, 
we obtain that T/q= S/p is regular. - - 
Lipman’s formula enables us to give a partial converse to the result 
proved in Section 1 that S Gorenstein implies that mS is prime. 
THEOREM 3.10. Assume that R/m is algebraically closed and that mS is 
prime. Then S is Gorenstein. 
Prooj Let p =mS and let v be the prime divisor with ring Sp. Then 
associated to v-is a simple integrally closed ideal I. It follows that S is a 
localization on the blowup of I. Let us assume this for the moment. Then, 
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by Lipman’s formula, v(nr) = v,(Z). But v(m) = 1 as ~6 = p, so V,(Z) = 1. 
Therefore there is an .Y E Z, .Y $ $ and mod X, Z/(x) = (x, y’)/(x) for some 
.v, ,r 4 3’. Hence I= (x, 4”‘) and it follows easily that the blowup of I is 
Gorenstein. 
It remains to show that S is a localization on the blowup of I. S is a 
localization on the blowup of some G-primary integrally closed ideal J. Set 
T= (S[Z/a]),, where a E T\ezZ and M are chosen so that nS[Z/a] # S[Z/u] 
and A4 is a maximal ideal of S[Z/a] containing II. 
Now the fact that Z is simple implies that in S, = R[Z/U]~,,- RC,,u, the 
radical of qzS, is a prime ideal pl, and (S, )P, = SF is the valuation ring of V. 
If S, # T, then, by ZMT, thereis a prime divisor of the second kind w of R 
defined by an exceptional prime in T whose center is the maximal ideal in 
S,. But then the dimension formula gives that tc) has center p=mS in S 
which means that w = v and, in fact, that S, = T. Now, again-by ZMT, it 
follows that S= S,. 
The next example shows that the hypothesis that R/g be algebraically 
closed cannot be deleted from (3.10). 
EXAMPLE 3.11. Let R=R[x, ~1~ .,,. l.) and Z=(x’+y’, -x3, :‘). By (2.1) Z 
is contracted from R[m/.u] and, since the transform I’ of Z is a maximal 
ideal in R[m/x], Z is integrally closed. Set S= R[x3/x2 + y’, y3/x’ + 
.v2] , Y, .v..vJ Y2 + $. .I,‘, r2 + p, Then S ? R [x, y, u, z)] ,.y, ,:,,,lZ2,(A L where z,(A 1 is 
the ideal of 2 x 2 minors of the matrix A = (‘; r ‘1 u ;: -;). Hence, S/gS r 
R[u, IJ](~,,~,,/(u’+ 0’) is a domain so that n_lS is prime but S is not 
Gorenstein. 
We conclude this section with an application of (3.9) which is a proof 
that S has minimal multiplicity in a special case. If S= R[Z/u],, where Z is 
an nz-primary integrally closed ideal of order r then /l(n) < 1 + p(Z) = 
2 + ord I. If there is no collapsing of generators; i.e., if p(g) = 2 + ord Z then 
it will follow from (3.9) that S has minimal multiplicity. The proof shows 
that if R/r_n is algebraically closed then a generic generator in n_i of &S is a 
superficial element for n precisely when no collapsing of generators occurs. 
THEOREM 3.12. Assume RJr_n is algebruicull~~ closed. Set S = R[Z/a] N 
nlith Z an m-primary integrally closed ideul of R and N a height 2 maximal 
ideal of R[Z/u] containing m. Zf embdim S = 1 + p(Z), then e(S) = p(Z) so 
that S has minimal multiplicity. 
Proof. Let p,, . . . . _pc be the exceptional primes of S, i.e., the minimal 
primes over &. We know that _p,, . . . . _pI correspond to simple integrally 
closed ideals I,, . . . . I, such that the product I, . . . I, must divide I. In fact it 
will follow from our calculations that I= I, . .. I,. We have two cases. 
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Case 1. rllS is principal, say mS = yS. Then 
4SJ G 4SI.N = i e(Slpi) A(S,,/gS,,) 
,=I 
=,$, vi(m) by (3.9) 
= i ord Ii by (3.8) 
i= I 
= ord(Z, . I. I,) 
,<ord(Z)=~((Z)- 1 by (2.1). 
Since S is Cohen-Macaulay, we must have that 1 +p(Z) =embdim(S) < 
e(S) + 2 - 1 = e(S) + 1, which gives that p(Z) < e(S). Thus Case 1 cannot 
occur. 
Case 2. mS is not principal. In this case R is maximally regular in S 
and we may apply (1.5): choose a minimal generating set I, y of QI such 
that y generates mS at p, , ..,, pt and such that (y : x) is a regular prime p. 
We saw that yS=pn& so - 
4s) d e(S/H) = i 4S/Pi) fVS,,/mSp,) + e(S/p) A(S,/yS,) 
,=I 
= i v,(m) + 1 by (1.5) and (3.9) 
,=l 
= i ord(Z,)+ 1 by (3.8) 
i= I 
= ord(Z, . ..1.)+1 
d ord(Z) + 1 = p(Z) by (2.1). 
As we saw in Case 1, our assumptions force that p(Z) <e(S). Hence we 
obtain e(S) = p(Z) as required. Note also that ord(Zi.. I,) = ord(Z) implies 
z=z, . . . Z, as I, . I, divides I. 
If there is collapsing of generators of 5, i.e., no generic generator of mS is 
a superficial element for n, then in the injection of the polynomial ring 
gr, R into gr,S the image of the maximal homogeneous ideal of gr,R 
consists of zero divisors. The following is an example where this is the case. 
EXAMPLE 3.13. Let R=C[x, y](,,,., and I=((?‘-.u3)‘, -yy4. x’J’~~ 
.x?.v, x7). Z is an m-primary integrally closed ideal and a = (y2 -.x3? is a 
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superficial element for Z (cf. [Hos]). Let S= R[.~y”/a, s’v3/a, x5y/a, 
-~7/a1~.y, .~~4~,,.~~?,3~,,.~5?.~,,,7/,). Set J= (x, y, xv4/a, x2y3/a, x’y/a) S. Then 
-x7/a EJ since (1 + s2y3/a)(.v’x4/a) E J and .x-‘/a = x - y4.y/a + 2( y2x4/a). 
4. SOME RESULTS IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS 
In this section we present some results about integrally closed ideals in 
local rings of dimension greater than 2 which use ideas and techniques 
applied previously in the 2-dimensional situation. Very little of Zariski’s 
theory generalizes to higher dimensions so one result, Theorem 4.1, below. 
is rather surprising. 
Also using some of the results on Hilbert functions of integrally closed 
ideals in 2-dimensional RLRs we are able to show that if R is a 3-dimen- 
sional RLR and p c R is a height 2 prime such that e(R/p) = 3, then 
0 n2O P (“I is Noetherian. In particular this implies p is a set-theoretic 
complete intersection, which was proved by Moh [M]. 
It is known that if (R, n_z) is a 3-dimensional regular local ring, and Z and 
J are g-primary integrally closed ideals in R, then ZJ need not be integrally 
closed (cf. [Hz], for example). One vestige of Zariski’s product theorem 
which remains in higher dimensions is given in the next theorem. Recall 
that a local ring (R, n_z) is said to satisfy (R,) if _p E Spec R and ht JI 6 2 
implies R, is regular. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (R, r_n) he a d-dimensional local C-M ring satisfying 
(R,). Let I he a height 2 integrally closed ideal of analytic spread 2. Then Zk 
is integrally closed for all k > 1. 
Proof: We may assume that R/m is infinite and take a, b to 
be a minimal reduction of I. First we show that Z’= (a, 6) Z. Since 
l(Z) = 2, Z is unmixed by [ McA, Prop. 4.11. Since (a, b)/(a, 6) Zr (R/Z)‘, 
the exact sequence 0 + (a, b)/(a, b) I-+ R/(a, 6) Z-t R/(a, b) -+ 0 gives 
Ass(R/(a, b) I) c Ass( R/(a, b)) u Ass( R/Z) so R/(a, b) Z is unmixed. Thus it 
is sufficient to check that I* = (a, 6) Z at all height 2 primes containing I. 
But this is true by (3.1). We will use a similar argument to show that Ik is 
integrally closed for all k. For all k 2 2, the sequence 0 + (a, b)k- ‘/Ik -+ 
R/Zk -+ R/(a, b)k-l 4 0 is exact. Now (a, b)kp ‘/Zk g (R/Z)k. For if 
rla k-‘+ ... +rkbk-‘EZk=(a, b)k-’ I, then r,ak-‘+ ... +rkbk-‘= 
s,a k-l + ... +skbk-’ with s~,...,s~EZ. So (r,-sI) akp’+ ... +(r,-s,) 
bk-‘=O and ri-s,E(a, 6). It follows that Ass(R/Zk) c Ass( R/Z) u 
Ass(R/(a, b)k-l) = Ass(R/Z)uAss(R/(a, 6)) = Ass(R/Z). Thus it is 
sufficient to check that Ik = F at all height 2 primes containing I. But. this 
is true by Zariski’s product theorem. 
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Remark. In fact we can replace the condition R satisfies (R,) by 
assuming R, is pseudo-rational for all height 2 primes since in this case 
1; = I,(a, 6),, by [LT, Cor. 5.4; R,, Theorem 2.61. The reason we stated 
the theorem in the above form was to make the paper more self-contained. 
Next we prove a somewhat technical proposition which we will apply to 
the study of the symbolic blowup Ona p”‘) in the next theorem. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let (R, m) he a 3-dimensional RLR and suppose I is a 
height 2 ideal of R such that 
(i) R/I is C-M, 
(ii) fi = _p is prime, 
(iii) I, is an integrally closed ideal, and 
(iv) there is an x E m\m’ such that J = (I, x)/(x) is integrally closed in 
S = R/Rx. 
Then if R/Ik is C-M jar any k 3 2, R/I” is C-M ,for all k. 
Remark. Note that (i)-(iii) are all satisfied by I= p”“. 
Proof To show R/I” is C-M it is enough to show x(R/I”, R/(.u)) = 
IZ(R/(1)2, x)) (cf. [Se]). We compute both of these in different ways. First of 
all since R/I” has a filtration involving only R/m and R/_p as factors, it 
follows that 
x(RII”, R/(.x)) = xWp, R/(.x)) W&) 
=W@, .uMR,lI;) as R/p is C-M. (4.2) 
Since ZP is integrally closed, and R, is a 2-dimensional RLR, Lipman CL,], 
has shown that 
for all n>,l, 
where Ai = A(Rp/Ip), e, = e(Z,), the multiplicity of I,. In particular, for all 
n 3 1, A(R/p, x) ;I(R,/Z;) = f(n), where f is a quadratic polynomial in n 
such that f(O) = 0, and f( 1) = x( R/Z, R/(x)) = A( R/I, x). 
Next we compute I.((R/Z”, x)) = A(S/J’). Since J is integrally closed in S, 
the same theorem of Lipman shows that for all n > 1, A(S/Jn) = e?(z) + 
&n = g(n), where g(n) is a quadratic polynomial in n such that g(0) = 0 
and g( 1) = A( R/(Z, x)). Hence f(0) = g(0) and g( 1) = f( 1). By assumption 
R/Ik is C-M for some k >, 2. Hence g(k) =f(k). Since g(n) and f(n) agree 
at three distinct values, j(n) = g(n) for all n. Hence x(R/Z”, R/(x)) = 
A(R/(P, x)) so that R/Z” is C-M for all n. 
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Remark 4.3. The fact that A(R/Z”) = el(;) + A,n, where 1, = A(R/(I)) for 
an integrally closed ideal I in a 2-dimensional RLR, follows immediately 
from the fact that I2 = (a, h) I. For in this case the exact sequence 
0 -+ (a, b)“- ‘/I” -+ R/I” + R/(a, b)“-l + 0 
and the fact that (a. b)“- l/Z” = (a, b)“~~ ‘/(a, 6)” OR R/Z is a free R/Z module 
of rank n give the formula for the length of R/I”. 
We use (4.2) in conjunction with (2.2) to show that a certain symbolic 
blowup OiaO p(” is Noetherian. Recall that @,,0 p”’ is Noetherian if and 
only if there is an integer n such that (p’“‘)” = ptnk’, for all k. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let (R, y ) be a 3-dimensional regular local ring with R/m 
infinite. Let P be a height 2 prime tcith e(R/P) = 3. Then the symbolic Rees 
ring OHsoP W) is Noetherian. 
Proof Choose .YE m\r$ with I mapping to a reduction of m/P so 
that ;I(R/(P, x)) = 3. We may assume PE 9’. Otherwise P is a complete 
intersection and P” = Prnr for all n. Thus (m”, X) = (P, x). Compute 
(PC”, X) as follows. Using Serre’s intersection multilicity (cf. [Se]), 
,I( R/( PI”, x)) = x( R/P’*‘, R/xR) = I(R,/Pi) A(R/( P, x)). The first equality 
follows because x is regular on R/(P’*‘); the second equality follows from 
the additivity property and vanishing property (cf. [Lb]) of 1. Thus 
A( R/( PcrJ, x)) = 9. On the other hand, A(R/( P2, x)) = A(R/(m4, x)) = 10. 
It follows that (P’“, s)/xR = (J (m/xR)4), where f E r~/xR has order 3. 
Thus, by (2.2) (P”‘, x)/xR is integrally closed, and P”’ satisfies the 
hypotheses in (4.1). Therefore, to finish the proof, it is enough to find 
one power of P”’ which is unmixed. We compare 3L(R/PC4’, X) and 
4 R/( (P’2’)2, x)). As above, %( R/( P’4’, x)) = A( RJP;) A( R/( P, x)) = 
10.3=30 and A(R/((P”‘)“,x))=;1(R/xR/((m/xR)4,f)2)=1+2+ ... + 
6 + (7 - 1) + (8 - 5) = 30. Thus, since x is a nonzero divisor mod PC4’, it 
follows from Nakayama’s Lemma that ( P(2’)2 = Pf4’. 
Note added in prooj After this paper went to press, we found a simple algebraic proof that 
S has minimal multiplicity. We would like to thank Sunsook Noh for her helpful comments 
on the paper. 
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